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ABSTRACT
Due to the lexical gap between functionality descriptions and user queries, documentation-based API retrieval often produces poor results. Verb phrases and their phrase patterns are essential in both describing API functionalities and interpreting user queries. Thus we hypothesize that API retrieval can be facilitated by explicitly recognizing and matching between the fine-grained structures of functionality descriptions and user queries. To verify this hypothesis, we conducted a large-scale empirical study on the functionality descriptions of 14,733 JDK and Android API methods. We identified 356 different functionality verbs from the descriptions, which were grouped into 87 functionality categories, and we extracted 523 phrase patterns from the verb phrases of the descriptions. Building on these findings, we propose an API method recommendation approach based on explicit matching of functionality verb phrases in functionality descriptions and user queries, called PreMA. Our evaluation shows that PreMA can accurately recognize the functionality categories (92.8%) and phrase patterns (90.4%) of functionality description sentences; and when used for API retrieval tasks, PreMA can help participants complete their tasks more accurately and with fewer retries compared to a baseline approach.
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• Software and its engineering → Documentation; Software development techniques; • Information systems → Query representation; Document representation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Finding the right APIs that provide the desired functionalities is essential in many software development tasks. Popular API libraries such as JDK and Android provide reference documentation which includes functionality descriptions for API classes and methods. However, due to the lexical gap between functionality descriptions provided by API developers and search queries by API users, documentation-based API retrieval often produces poor results.

Researchers [27, 44] have tried to use word embedding techniques to bridge the lexical gap by learning the statistical relevance between words, such as “convert” and “transform”, “image” and “color”, “JSON” and “XML”. However, these methods do not explicitly parse the fine-grained structures of functionality descriptions and user queries, neither do they explicitly match the semantic roles of different parts of functionality descriptions and user queries. As such, these methods may lead to poor matching results when fine-grained linguistic details of functionality descriptions and user queries must be taken into account to produce satisfactory matching. For example, existing methods cannot distinguish “convert Integer to String” from “convert String to Integer”, because they do not understand the source and goal roles [11] of the two descriptions.

To battle this issue, some methods [21] use more advanced deep learning models (e.g., Recurrent Neural Network) to learn sequential patterns of natural language descriptions and API call sequences. They map the query-API matching problem as a machine translation task. However, these methods are supervised learning methods which require large-scale training data (pairs of method comments...
and API call sequences), and can capture only the most frequent queries and API usage patterns. Therefore, for the long tail of less frequently used APIs, developers still have to resort to other means, such as documentation-based retrieval.

The lexical gap between API functionality descriptions and user queries is much wider than just sequence mismatching. For example, the API Java.lang.Integer.parseInt(String) is the correct API for the query “convert String to Integer”. Unfortunately, the functionality description of this API is “Parses the string argument as a signed decimal integer”. None of the deep learning methods can handle this wide gap between the functionality description and the user query. To match functionality descriptions and user queries on either side of this gap, we must understand the fine-grained structures of the sentences and the semantic roles of their parts, for example, the key verb phrases and the semantic roles “{source}” and “{goal}” involved in the phrases “convert {source} to {goal}” and “parse {source} as {goal}”. Some researchers have attempted to address this gap by demanding external resources (e.g., Stack Overflow discussions) to augment user queries, for example Biker [27] and QECK [35], but these can only capture the most discussed APIs in external resources and suffer from information noise in these external resources.

In this work, we consider that verb phrases and their phrase patterns are essential in both describing the functionality of API methods and interpreting user queries. We call the verbs used to describe the method functionalities functionality verbs. Consequently, we argue that user queries and API descriptions should be matched in terms of functionality verbs and phrase patterns, according to the semantics they express rather than their lexical similarity. Previous research has also considered the importance of verb-object structures in source code identifiers [22, 24–26, 28, 29], and for software documentation, Treude et al. [40] focused on extracting development tasks, which are described by verbs from a predefined list, associated with a direct object and/or a prepositional phrase. However, little is known about how verb phrases are used in API functionality descriptions and user queries, and how inconsistencies in their use influence API retrieval.

We hypothesize that most API functionalities can be described with a limited number of commonly used functionality verbs and that the functionalities can be further classified into a small number of functionality categories. For example, the verb “return”, when used in the phrase “return {source} as {goal}”, expresses the functionalities of transformation and conversion, and these functionalities can be classified into the same category. We further hypothesize that the functionality categories and phrase patterns of user queries and API descriptions can be automatically recognized. Finally, we argue that fine-grained matching can be performed between user queries and API descriptions by aligning their functionality categories and phrase patterns. For example, both the query “convert String to Integer” and the API description “parses the string argument as a signed decimal integer” can be classified into the same functionality category “convert/transform/turn” and the participants (i.e., “[source]” and “[goal]”) of their phrase patterns can be aligned by explicit matching.

In order to verify our hypotheses, we conduct an empirical study to investigate the functionality verbs and functionality categories as well as the phrase patterns present in the API functionality descriptions from the reference documentation of JDK and Android. We manually analyzed the functionality descriptions of 14,733 JDK and Android API methods. These descriptions contain 356 different functionality verbs, and these verbs can be grouped into 87 functionality categories based on their semantics in the description context. Each functionality category contains 1 to 28 (4.71 on average and 2.5 on median) different functionality verbs. For all functionality categories, 80% of the API descriptions are described by 1-5 phrase patterns (mean 2.3, median 2).

Building on our empirical findings on functionality verbs, we propose an API method recommendation approach based on explicit matching of functionality verb phrases in user queries and API descriptions, which is called PreMA. The approach trains a classifier to predict the functionality categories (summarized in our empirical study) of API descriptions. It then matches the description sentences with the phrase patterns of the corresponding functionality categories to determine the adopted phrase patterns. To recommend API methods, PreMA parses the API query issued by the user in the same way. It then matches the parsed user query with the parsed API description sentence by aligning their functionality categories and phrase patterns. Finally PreMA returns completely or partially (e.g., the same functionality categories but different operation objects) matched APIs as the query results, together with a linguistic explanation of the matching.

We evaluated the sentence analysis accuracy of PreMA based on the data annotated in the empirical study. The results show that the accuracy of functionality category classification and phrase pattern recognition is high (92.8% and 90.4% respectively). We also evaluated the performance of PreMA in documentation-based API retrieval by comparing it with a Word2Vec [33] based approach. The results show that the participants using PreMA completed their tasks more accurately (0.77 versus 0.54) with fewer retries (2.16 versus 3.30) and using less time (98.29s versus 113.42s).

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We conducted a large-scale empirical study on the functionality descriptions of 14,733 JDK and Android API methods. We identified 356 commonly used functionality verbs, 87 functionality categories, and 523 phrase patterns from the descriptions.
- We propose an API method recommendation approach based on explicit matching of functionality verb phrases in user queries and API descriptions.
- We evaluated the proposed approach in terms of the accuracy of API functionality description analysis and the performance of API retrieval.

The data and analysis results of the empirical study and evaluation are included in the replication package [7].

2 DEFINITIONS
We define the main concepts and relationships used for the explicit modeling of API functionality descriptions as shown in Figure 1.

The reference documentation contains for each API method a description of its main purpose. We call this description the API functionality description (or f_description for short). The f_description may include several sentences that describe the functionalities of the method, which we call functionality sentences (or f_sentences). Each f_sentence may include several verbs or verb phrases, but
exactly one functionality verb (or f_verb), which denotes the main action of the functionality. For example, the f_sentence “Attempts to cancel the execution of this task” includes two verbs (“attempt” and “cancel”), while only “cancel” is the f_verb. For a compound sentence that describes multiple functionalities we can split it into several f_sentences, each describing only one functionality.

3.1 Study Design

3.1.1 Verb Analysis (RQ1). From the semi-structured API declarations in the JDK and Android reference documentations, we extracted 38,819 and 29,125 API methods (including constructors) respectively using BeautifulSoup [4]. We filtered out the methods that have no f_description or with a f_description that meets one of the following conditions: (1) stating a method overriding, e.g., “Overrides hashCode”; (2) stating a method deprecation, e.g., “Deprecated. Use getTimeToLive instead”; (3) suggesting to check the description of another API, e.g., “See getenv()”; (4) suggesting another API with the same functionality, e.g., “Same as charCount(int)”. After the filtering, we obtained 54,256 methods (31,618 JDK and 22,638 Android). For each remaining method we extract the first sentence of its description from the reference documentation as its f_sentence. If the sentence is a compound sentence, we split it into multiple f_sentences.

We used SpaCy [8] (an open-source library for natural language processing) to parse the f_sentence of each API method and identify the verbs used in the sentence. If a f_sentence includes more than one verb, we considered all of them for answering the first research question. We used SpaCy to lemmatize the identified verbs to their normal forms. Once extracted, we analyze the frequency and distribution of the verbs.

3.1.2 Functionality Category Analysis (RQ2). The identification of the f_categories and f_verbs from JDK and Android was done via the qualitative analysis of the f_sentences, using open coding. The coding was done in two phases: coding protocol definition phase and annotation phase. In the first phase experts identified and defined a set of f_categories (i.e., codes) based on a subset of API
descriptions. In the annotation phase, a larger group of annotators were trained to use the coding protocol developed in the first phase to code a larger set of f_sentences.

Selecting random f_sentences for annotation would likely result in a large number of sentences with “get/set” verbs, given their prevalence. Instead, for the first coding phase, we randomly sampled 10 f_sentences for each of the 116 most frequently used verbs at the root of the parse tree (i.e., the verbs of the main clause). We focus on these verbs, as they are more likely to be f_verbs (remember that RQ1 considered all verbs in the f_sentences). This number of verbs (i.e., 116) is selected based on the results of RQ1 (see Section 3.2). These verbs cover 84% of the f_sentences used in RQ1 - all of the 116 most frequent verbs identified in RQ1 are root-node verbs. After eliminating duplicates we obtained 1,139 f_sentences (590 from JDK and 549 from Android), used for the initial coding phase.

For the annotation phase we randomly sampled another 20,000 API f_sentences regardless of the frequency of the verbs. To have a more balanced dataset (i.e., not too many “get/set” sentences) we further refined the samples, based on their root-node verb. If a root-node verb appears in more than 1,000 of the sampled f_sentences, then we randomly selected and kept 1,000 of those f_sentences. We kept all the f_sentences for the root-node verbs that occur in fewer than 1,000 samples. In this way, f_sentences using unpopular verbs may also be included. Finally, we obtained 13,635 f_sentences for the annotation phase (7,716 from JDK and 5,919 from Android).

The initial coding was done by three of the authors, who are experts in Java and Android development, as follows. First, an API f_sentence is randomly allocated to an annotator. Second, the annotator examines the API and its f_sentence and identifies the f_verb used in it. Third, the annotator attempts to classify (i.e., annotate) the API f_sentence into an existing f_category (i.e., existing code). If no code is found, then a new code (i.e., f_category) is created and a definition provided. A special code “Unknown” is created to accommodate the sentences that were not actually f_sentences (e.g., “Equivalent to the codePointCount(char)[] method, for convenience”). Each f_sentence is coded by two annotators independently and if their annotations (f_verb or f_category) are different, then a third annotator is assigned to resolve the conflict. The above process was repeated until all the samples were annotated.

The annotation was done by 10 students (2 PhD and 8 MS students), who are familiar with Java and Android development. Before annotation, the students were trained by the experts who defined the coding instrument. The training was conducted in group and took more than one hour. More material about training, including examples, is available in the replication package [7]. The annotation was done using the codes (i.e., f_categories) identified in the coding protocol definition phase and followed the same process. As in the first phase, the annotators could create new codes, when needed. The code for each f_category is one of the f_verbs (named the label f_verb), which is frequently used (but not necessarily the most frequently used), best reflects the meaning of the f_category, and is not used to label another f_category.

To facilitate the coding, we developed a web based annotation tool. The GUI of the annotation tool is available on the web [2].

3.1.3 Phrase Pattern Analysis (RQ3). As mentioned above, in order to capture the functionality of a method, the f_verb is not enough, and p_patterns are important to establish the context. We investigate the p_patterns used in each f_category, identified in RQ2, by annotating all the 14,774 (initial coding phase 1,139 and annotation phase 13,635) f_sentences. For each f_sentence, two authors annotated the p_pattern independently based on the VerbNet annotation guidelines [11]. If the annotations are different a third author was assigned to resolve the conflict by majority voting annotation strategy.

3.2 Verb Analysis Results (RQ1)

We identify 931 different verbs from the f_sentences of the 54,256 JDK and Android API methods. Table 1 shows the top 30 most frequently used verbs and their occurrences. “Return” is by far the most used verb, followed by “set” and “get”. These are not surprising, based on our experience with the code and documentation. An interesting observation is that these top 30 verbs are not domain specific, which implies that we expect them to occur in other libraries, from different domains, as well. We inspected all the verbs and we found that most of them are not domain specific (to Android or Java). For example, “dial” is a domain specific verb to Android. Followings are some of the identified domain specific verbs and their frequency: (“mute”, 3), (“denigrate”, 7), (“suffix”, 7), (“prefix”, 5), (“negotiate”, 3), (“dial”, 3), (“snooze”, 1), (“absorb”, 1), (“advertise”, 7), (“roam”, 6), (“introspect”, 5).

Table 1: Top 30 Most Frequently Used Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>#Occu</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>#Occu</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>#Occu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>return</td>
<td>16,268</td>
<td>indicate</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>5,406</td>
<td>determine</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>retrieve</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get</td>
<td>3,624</td>
<td>write</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>call</td>
<td>2,472</td>
<td>change</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>contain</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have</td>
<td>2,034</td>
<td>obtain</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>support</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create</td>
<td>1,898</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>specify</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use</td>
<td>1,837</td>
<td>check</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>convert</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add</td>
<td>1,259</td>
<td>insert</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>update</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove</td>
<td>1,067</td>
<td>perform</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>describe</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invoke</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>notify</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the 931 verbs (Y-axis in log scale). The distribution analysis reveals that the 87 (9.34%) most frequent verbs appear in 80% of the API f_sentences. If we exclude “return” as outlier, then the 115 (12.37%) most frequent verbs appear in 80% of the API f_sentences that do not include “return”. If we include “return”, then the 116 (12.46%) most frequent verbs appear in 84.28% of the API f_sentences. In other words, a relatively small number of verbs covers almost all API f_sentences.

3.3 Functionality Categories (RQ2)

Given the number of annotators and codes, we used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [32] to measure the agreement rate between the annotators. For the initial coding phase Kappa is 0.724 and for the second annotation phase it is 0.700. The annotators identified 87 f_categories (not including “Unknown”), of which 50 were identified in first coding phase and 37 in the second one. Among the 87 f_categories, 65 cover both JDK APIs and Android APIs, 10 cover only JDK APIs, and 12 cover only Android APIs.
3.4 Phrase Patterns (RQ3)

Two annotators were considered to reach an agreement if their p_pattern annotations for a f_sentence are the same. As a result, the agreement rate for p_pattern annotation is 90.2% (i.e., almost perfect agreement). The p_patterns identified from the f_sentences of the same f_category are aggregated to get the p_patterns of each f_category. Note that p_patterns that belong to the same f_category and only differ in prepositions or clause leaders were merged into one, for example "V [source] to/into [goal]" for the "convert/transform/parse" f_category.

The 87 f_categories contain 356 f_verbs, eight of which appear in more than two f_categories. "Return" appears in seven f_categories, "determine" appears in six f_categories, "indicate" appears in five, "tell", "retrieve", and "give" appear in four, while "get" and "notify" appear in three. There are 26 f_verbs that appear in two f_categories. All other 322 appear in a single f_category. On average, a f_category contains 4.71 f_verbs (median 2.5). The "convert/transform/parse" f_category contains the most f_verbs (i.e., 28), while 30 (34.48%) f_categories contain a single f_verb. Note that unpopular verbs may be included in a f_category together with popular verbs.

We compared the 356 f_verbs with the list of 202 programming actions published by Treude et al. [40]. Their programming tasks have similar semantics to our f_verbs, but are based on a much smaller data set. We find that 121 of our 356 f_verbs (34.0%) were also identified by them as programming actions, while our empirical study identified an additional 235 f_verbs.

We define the label f_verb as a representative f_verb of one f_category. For each f_category, three of the co-authors chose the one f_verb from all f_verbs in this f_category as the label f_verb of this f_category through discussion. Two heuristics were used for choosing the label f_verb: (1) The co-authors check f_verbs in the f_category by frequency from high to low until the label f_verb is determined. (2) A f_verb is only considered as label f_verb if its meaning covers the meaning of the f_category and there is no confusion with another f_category.

The top 10 f_categories based on the number of f_sentences and their label f_verbs are shown in Table 2.

### Table 2: Top 10 Most Frequently Used f_categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f_categories</th>
<th>Label f_verb</th>
<th>#f_sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get/return/obtain/...</td>
<td>get</td>
<td>3021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set/control/configure/...</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>check/test/determine/...</td>
<td>check</td>
<td>977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create/build/construct/...</td>
<td>create</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>append/add/insert/...</td>
<td>append</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>call/invoke/notify/...</td>
<td>call</td>
<td>762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perform/execute/run/...</td>
<td>perform</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convert/transform/parse/...</td>
<td>convert</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove/delete/exclude/...</td>
<td>remove</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(record/output)/...</td>
<td>write</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the distribution of p_pattern numbers over f_categories. The number of p_pattern for each of the 87 f_categories varies between 1 and 25 (mean 6, median 4). The top 3 f_categories that have the most p_pattern are "set/control/configure" (25), "append/put/add" (24), and "get/return/obtain" (23). There are 18 f_categories that have only one p_pattern, e.g., "lock", "touch/press", "collect/recycle/sample".

For each f_category we analyzed the number of p_pattern that cover 80% of the f_sentences, indicated by the red line in Figure 3. We found that, for all the f_categories 80% of the f_sentences are described by 1-5 p_pattern (mean 2.3, median 2). For example, the "append/add/insert" f_category has 24 p_pattern, while 4 of them cover 80% of the f_sentences.

The identified p_patterns have 0-4 semantic roles. The numbers of p_pattern that have 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 semantic roles are 28 (5.4%), 166 (31.7%), 216 (41.3%), 110 (21.0%) and 3 (0.6%), respectively. We can see that 73% of p_pattern are simple ones with 1 or 2 semantic roles. An example of p_pattern with 3 semantic roles is "V [patient] from [source] as/into/to [goal]" for the "convert/transform/parse" f_category; a f_sentence following this p_pattern is "Convert a long datetime from the given time scale to the universal time scale."

4 APPROACH

Our empirical study shows that most of the JDK and Android API functionality sentences can be classified into a limited set of 87 f_categories with 1-5 p_pattern (2.33 on average) used for each f_category. These findings imply how verb analysis can be used.
for matching between an API query and a \textit{f\_sentence}: first recognize their \textit{f\_categories} and \textit{p\_patterns}; then align them based on \textit{f\_categories} and \textit{p\_patterns} for fine-grained matching between corresponding participants.

Based on this idea we propose an approach PreMA for matching of API functionality descriptions as shown in Figure 4. Given \textit{f\_sentences} from API reference documentation, the approach parses the sentences by analyzing their \textit{f\_categories} and \textit{p\_patterns}. The parsed \textit{f\_sentences} are then stored for further analysis. When used for API searching, PreMA parses the API query issued by the developer in a similar way. It then matches the parsed API query with the parsed \textit{f\_sentences} by aligning them based on \textit{f\_categories} and \textit{p\_patterns}. The API matching results include completely or partially (e.g., the same \textit{f\_categories} but different participants) matched APIs and their \textit{f\_sentences}, together with explanations of the matching.

Our implementation uses BeautifulSoup to parse the HTML pages of API reference documentation. It extracts all API methods with their \textit{f\_description} and filters out invalid API methods using rules (same as in Section 3.1.1). For each remaining method, we extract the first \textit{f\_sentence} of its description from the reference documentation as its \textit{f\_sentence} for functionality sentence parsing.

![Figure 4: Overview of PreMA](image)

### 4.1 Functionality Category Classification

The 87 \textit{f\_categories} and 14,774 annotated \textit{f\_sentences} provided by our empirical study enable automated classification of \textit{f\_sentences} into \textit{f\_categories}. We treat \textit{f\_category} classification as a text classification task and use the \textit{f\_sentence} annotation data to train a classifier for the task. The classifier takes a sentence (\textit{f\_sentence} or query) as input and returns one of the 87 \textit{f\_categories} or the category “Unknown” as the output.

We implement the classifier based on BERT [18] (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers), a state-of-the-art language model. The model is used for learning representations of sentences: it takes as input a sequence of words, and outputs the distributed vector representation of the word sequence [41]. Google provides two pre-trained BERT models (BERT-base, BERT-large), which were trained on a large-scale unlabelled corpus to capture rich semantic features. The pre-trained models can be customized by adding an output layer and fine-tuned based on labelled data for specific NLP (Natural Language Processing) tasks such as text classification and question answering. We use the pre-trained BERT-base model and add a classification layer (fully-connected layer) with the \textit{f\_categories} identified in our empirical study, and then fine-tune the model based on a set of training data consisting of \textit{f\_sentence-\textit{f\_category}} pairs.

### 4.2 Phrase Pattern Analysis

Given a sentence (\textit{f\_sentence} or query) and its \textit{f\_category}, phrase pattern analysis determines the \textit{p\_pattern} used in it. As our empirical study has identified a set of \textit{p\_patterns} for each \textit{f\_category}, the analysis only needs to match the sentence with the \textit{p\_patterns} of the \textit{f\_category} that it belongs to. We use Spacy [8], which performs well on Java API documentation [13], to do POS (Part of Speech) tagging and dependency parsing of the sentence. After that, we identify the \textit{f\_verb} used in the sentence and then the \textit{p\_pattern}.

#### 4.2.1 Functionality Verb Identification.

The functionality category classification does not identify the \textit{f\_verb} used in the sentence, so we need to identify the \textit{f\_verb} based on POS tagging and dependency parsing. Our empirical study identified a set of \textit{f\_verbs} for each \textit{f\_category} and multiple of them may appear in the sentence. Thus functionality verb identification just needs to choose from the \textit{f\_verbs} of the \textit{f\_category} that the given sentence belongs to. We use a heuristic-based approach to choose from the candidate verbs. Given a sentence we traverse its dependency tree in preorder. The first candidate verb that is traversed is considered as the \textit{f\_verb} of the sentence. If no candidate verb is found after traversing the entire dependency tree, the first verb traversed in the sentence is considered as the \textit{f\_verb}, indicating a new \textit{f\_verb} for the \textit{f\_category} that was not identified in the empirical study. Figure 5 shows a dependency tree used as an example of functionality verb identification. The sentence belongs to the \textit{f\_category} “get/return/obtain”. The arrows from a token indicate the syntactic children that appear before and after the token and the labels on the arrows indicate the dependency types. For example, “dobj”, “pobj” and “xcomp” refer to direct object, object of the preposition, and open clausal complement respectively. This sentence has two verbs (i.e., “use” and “get”). When traversing the dependency tree in preorder, “use” is the first traversed verb as it is the root node, but it is not in the \textit{f\_verb} set of the \textit{f\_category} “get/return/obtain”; “get” is the second traversed verb and it is in the \textit{f\_verb} set of the \textit{f\_category}, so we choose it as the \textit{f\_verb} of the sentence.

![Figure 5: An Example of Functionality Verb Identification](image)

#### 4.2.2 Phrase Pattern Identification.

To identify the \textit{p\_pattern} we need to match the given sentence with the \textit{p\_patterns} of the \textit{f\_category} that the sentence belongs to.

To do so we need to first identify the core clause of the given sentence that describes the functionality of the API method. This can be done by finding the subtree of the dependency tree rooted at the \textit{f\_verb}. For example, for the \textit{f\_sentence} shown in Figure 5, the “get” clause (underlined) is the core clause that describes the functionality. Then from the core clause, we extract the syntactic pattern \textit{SP} by analyzing the dependency tree of the core clause. We replace the words in the core clause with a placeholder for
syntactic components using the following rules: 1) replace verb with “V”; 2) replace nouns and noun phrases with “NP”; 3) replace the object clause and adverbial clause with “S”; 4) replace gerunds with “S_ING”; and 5) replace infinitive with “S_INF”. Clause leaders (e.g., “that”, “whether”) and prepositions (e.g., “in”, “at”, “to”) in the core clause are retained. The replacement is done by recursively visiting the subtree of the core clause. For example, the syntactic pattern identified for “This method will start profiling if isProfiling() returns true.” is “V S_ING if S” (Rule 1, 3 and 4); and the syntactic pattern identified for “Registers the parameter named parameterName to be of JDBC type sqType.” is “V NP S_INF” (Rule 1, 2 and 5).

After obtaining the syntactic pattern SP of a sentence, we find the most similar p_pattern among candidate p_patterns which are all p_patterns of the f_category. We split SP and p_patterns into small components for this comparison. Prepositions with subsequent “NP” or semantic roles are considered as a component. For example, “V [patient] for [beneficiary]” can be split into three components “V”, “[patient]” and “for [beneficiary]”. We compare each p_pattern with SP by the order of components to get the matching number of components in the SP. “NP” could match with any semantic role in p_pattern. If not all components in p_pattern could be matched in SP, we remove this p_pattern from the candidate p_patterns. Finally, we choose the p_pattern from the candidate p_patterns with the highest number of matching components as the p_pattern of the sentence. For example, for the sentence in Figure 5, after matching “V NP for NP” with all p_patterns in the f_category “get/return/obtain”, we obtain two candidates “V [patient]” and “V [patient] for [beneficiary]”. and the matched number of components is 2 and 3, respectively. Thus, we choose “V [patient] for [beneficiary]” as the p_pattern.

4.3 Sentence Alignment and API Matching

Given a parsed API query Q we match it with each parsed f_sentence FS and calculate their matching score by aligning them based on f_categories and p_patterns. The matching score is calculated with Equation 1 by combining three different similarities: f_category similarity, semantic role similarity, and text similarity. Then we rank API methods by matching score and generate the explanation for each method.

\[
\text{Score}(Q, FS) = \text{Sim}_C(Q, FS) + \text{Sim}_R(Q, FS) + \text{Sim}_T(Q, FS) \tag{1}
\]

4.3.1 Functionality Category Similarity Calculation. The f_category similarity Sim\(_C\)(Q, FS) measures whether the f_categories of Q and FS are the same. If Q and FS are classified into the same f_category, Sim\(_C\)(Q, FS) = 1; otherwise, Sim\(_C\)(Q, FS) = 0.

4.3.2 Semantic Role Similarity Calculation. The semantic role similarity Sim\(_R\)(Q, FS) measures the similarity between corresponding semantic roles of Q and FS using entity based matching. If Q and FS are classified into different f_categories, Sim\(_R\)(Q, FS) = 0. Otherwise, we calculate Sim\(_R\)(Q, FS) in three steps, i.e., entity alignment, entity linking, and entity matching.

First, we align the corresponding entities between Q and FS based on semantic roles. An entity is a noun phrase in Q or FS. An entity EQ in Q and an entity EFS in FS can be aligned if and only if they play the same semantic role in Q and FS. Figure 6 shows an example of entity alignment. In this example, “the string argument” in the f_sentence is aligned with “a String” in Query 1 and “int” in Query 2; “a signed decimal integer” in the f_sentence is aligned with “an int” in Query 1 and “String” in Query 2. In this way it is easy to determine that Query 1 matches better with the f_sentence than Query 2. If an entity EQ in Q has two corresponding entities E FS1 and E FS2 in FS, EQ is aligned with both E FS1 and E FS2, and vice versa.

Second, we link entities in Q and FS to the corresponding entities in a general knowledge graph (Wikidata [42] in the current implementation). Based on the linking we can use the knowledge in the general knowledge graph to calculate the similarity between the entities in Q and FS. For example, Wikidata provides knowledge like “string is a sequence of characters and a data type” and “st is an alias of string”. To consider the linking between an entity E S in Q or FS and an entity E W in the general knowledge graph, we first do preprocessing (tokenization, stop word removal, and lemmatization) on the noun phrase of ES and then calculate the following two similarities between ES and EW: 1) morphological similarity that can be measured based on the minimum edit distance between the preprocessed noun phrase of ES and any alias of EW; 2) concept similarity that can be measured by the text similarity between the sentence that ES appears in (i.e., Q or FS) and the definition sentences of EW provided by the general knowledge graph. Finally ES is linked to an entity in the general knowledge graph that has the highest combined similarity with ES.

Third, we match between the aligned entities based on entity linking results. For an entity EQ in Q and an aligned entity E FS in FS, we calculate their matching score in the following way: 1) if EQ and E FS are linked to the same entity in the general knowledge graph (e.g., “string” and “char sequence”), they are equal and their matching score is 1; 2) if EQ and E FS are linked to two entities by hyponymy (e.g., “instance of ”, “subclass of ”, or “part of ”) relationship in the general knowledge graph (e.g., “int” and “primary type”), their matching score is 1; 3) if one of EQ and E FS is the prefix or suffix of the other one (e.g., “Integer value” and “Integer”), they are in a hyponymy relationship and their matching score is 1; 4) otherwise, the matching score is 0.

Finally, Sim\(_R\)(Q, FS) is calculated by summing the matching scores of all the aligned entity pairs between Q and FS. Note that if an entity E in Q (or FS) has several aligned entities in FS (or Q) we only consider the entity pair that has the highest matching score.

4.3.3 Text Similarity Calculation. The text similarity Sim\(_T\)(Q, FS) measures the overall text similarity between Q and FS to cover other sentence parts (e.g., clauses, gerunds, and infinitive). The similarity is calculated based on the Word2Vec [33] model. We use a 100-dimensional Word2Vec model pre-trained on the Wikipedia corpus [12] and tune the model based on the corpus of all f_sentences extracted in our empirical study using gensim [5]. Then we calculate the similarity in the following way: 1) preprocess Q and FS by...
4.3.4 Matching Result Generation. Given a query we rank the \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) by their matching scores from high to low. For each \( f_{\text{sentence}} \), we generate a linguistic explanation for matching by describing: 1) the \( f_{\text{category}} \) that the query and the \( f_{\text{sentence}} \) belong to, 2) the semantic entities in the query and the \( f_{\text{sentence}} \), and 3) all matched entity pairs and their matching degrees. For example, one matching result for the query “How do you crash a JVM?” would be “Terminates the currently running Java Virtual Machine” of \( \text{java.lang.System.exit(int)} \). We can explain this matching as follows: both belong to the \( f_{\text{category}} \) “stop/quit/terminate”, “JVM” matches with “Java Virtual Machine” at an “Equal” level, and they share the semantic role “patient”.

5 EVALUATION

Our evaluation includes two parts. In the first part, we evaluate the accuracy of \( f_{\text{sentence}} \) parsing, including \( f_{\text{category}} \) classification and \( p_{\text{pattern}} \) analysis. In the second part, we evaluate the performance of PreMA in documentation-based API retrieval tasks by comparing it with a deep learning based approach.

5.1 Accuracy of Functionality Sentence Parsing

To evaluate the accuracy of the \( f_{\text{category}} \) classification, we used the 14,774 \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) annotated in the empirical study to do a 5-fold cross validation. The average accuracy on the test set is 92.8% (with 92.6% minimum accuracy). Our analysis shows that most of the misclassified \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) use rare verbs such as “pin” and “compile”, which have very few samples in the annotated \( f_{\text{sentences}} \).

To evaluate the accuracy of the \( p_{\text{pattern}} \) analysis, we removed those belonging to the “Unknown” \( f_{\text{category}} \) from the 14,774 \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) and used the remaining 11,074 \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) and their annotated \( p_{\text{patterns}} \) as the data set. For each \( f_{\text{sentence}} \), we used our approach to identify the \( p_{\text{pattern}} \) and compared it with the annotation. The results show that the accuracy of the \( p_{\text{pattern}} \) analysis is 90.4%. Our analysis shows that most of the mistakes were caused by the POS tagging and dependency parsing implemented by Spacy. For example, gerunds are sometimes recognized as noun phrases, e.g., “starts looping playback from the current position”, and “to” in infinitives is sometimes recognized as preposition, e.g., “marshals to output the value in the Holder”.

The above evaluation is based on the \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) extracted from the JDK and Android reference documentation. To confirm whether the classifier and analyzer can be applied to other libraries, we further evaluate the accuracy of \( f_{\text{sentence}} \) parsing on Apache POI (a Java library for processing Microsoft Office documents) [3]. We randomly selected 100 \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) from the POI reference documentation and invited three MS students to annotate their \( f_{\text{categories}} \) and \( p_{\text{patterns}} \) in a similar way to the empirical study. The annotation process did not produce new \( f_{\text{categories}} \). We used all the 14,774 \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) annotated in the empirical study to train a \( f_{\text{category}} \) classifier and used it to classify the 100 POI sentences. The \( f_{\text{category}} \) classification accuracy on POI sentences is 97%. We further use PreMA to analyze the \( p_{\text{patterns}} \) of the 100 POI sentences and the accuracy is 95%. The results show that the \( f_{\text{category}} \) classifier and the \( p_{\text{pattern}} \) analyzer trained on JDK and Android reference documentation also work well for POI.

Table 3 shows results of functionality sentence parsing produced by PreMA, where the bold italic words and subscripts in \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) denote the skeletons and semantic roles (clauses) of \( p_{\text{patterns}} \). We can see that \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) with the same \( f_{\text{verbs}} \) (e.g., “return”) can be classified into different \( f_{\text{categories}} \). The \( p_{\text{patterns}} \) of the same \( f_{\text{categories}} \) may have different numbers of semantic roles, for example the \( f_{\text{category}} \) “convert/transform/turn” has both \( p_{\text{patterns}} \) with 2 and 3 semantic roles. Based on the recognized \( p_{\text{patterns}} \) the participants of different \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) of the same \( f_{\text{categories}} \) can be aligned based on semantic roles (e.g., source, goal) and clauses.

5.2 Performance of API Method Retrieval

We implemented a deep learning based approach as the baseline tool for API method retrieval. The tool uses Word2Vec [33] to produce vector representation of words and sentences. It matches a user query with an API description without explicit analysis of functionality verb phrases. It uses a 100-dimensional Word2Vec model pre-trained on the Wikipedia corpus [12] and tunes the model based on the corpus of all \( f_{\text{sentences}} \) using gensim [5]. It generates a vector for the user query by averaging the vectors of all its words after preprocessing (i.e., tokenization, stop word removal, and lemmatization) and a vector for the API description in a similar way. Finally it calculates the cosine similarity between the vector of the query and the vector of the description of each API method, and ranks the candidate API methods by the similarity. We tried and tested two strategies for API matching, i.e., using the full description of each API method or only the first sentence of its description, based on a manually constructed dataset of user query and API method pairs. The results show that the implementation using the first sentence of each method description has better performance, thus we chose it as the baseline. We did not consider BERT-based approach as baseline, as we need to train a binary classifier for query-document relevance based on fine-tuned BERT model and additional training data of relevant/irrelevant query-document pairs.

We selected API retrieval tasks from Stack Overflow questions that are tagged with “Java” or “Android” based on the following criteria: the questions ask for APIs implementing specific functionalities and have at least one accepted answer that recommends a single JDK or Android API method. We ranked the questions meeting the above criteria by their votes and randomly selected 30 questions from the highly ranked ones. For each selected question we generated an API retrieval task that uses the question title and body as the task description.

We invited two PhD and ten MS students who are familiar with Java and Android development to complete the 30 tasks. For each task they can formulate and try different queries based on their understanding of the task description. Both PreMA and the baseline approach return the top-10 API methods together with their class descriptions as the context for the user to select. The participants finish a task when they find an API method that matches the task description. They were divided into two groups \((G_1 \text{ and } G_2)\) based
on a pre-experiment survey on their programming experience, balancing the experience in both groups. The 30 tasks were randomly divided into two groups ($T_1$ and $T_2$). The experiment was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the participants in $G_1$ and $G_2$ were asked to complete the tasks in $T_1$ with PreMA and the baseline tool respectively. In the second phase, the two groups exchanged the tools to complete the tasks in $T_2$. All participants were required to run a full-screen recorder to record their API retrieval processes.

For each task we recorded the correctness, number of retries, and completion time of each participant and calculated the accuracy (i.e., the ratio of participants who selected the right API for the task) and average number of retries and completion time of the two participant groups. Figure 7 shows the performance of the groups using PreMA and the baseline tool over the 30 tasks. Participants using PreMA completed the tasks more accurately, required fewer retries, and used less time than those using the baseline tool. On average, the accuracy, number of retries, and completion time (by seconds) of the participants using PreMA and the baseline tool are 0.77, 2.16, 98.29 versus 0.54, 3.30, 113.42 respectively. We used Welch’s T-test for verifying the statistical significance of the differences and the p-values for accuracy, number of retries, and time are 0.0032, 0.0064, and 0.2832 respectively. We can see the differences in accuracy and number of retries are statistically significant ($p << 0.05$), while the difference in time is not significant.

![Figure 7: Performance of API Method Retrieval](image)

The analysis of the screen recordings revealed that our tool performs particularly well for tasks that are order-sensitive. For example, for the task “converting array to list in Java”, participants were able to find correct APIs quickly with our tool while the results returned by the baseline tool included APIs that turn lists into arrays (i.e., the reverse order). For tasks that involve concepts related to the software domain, our approach can also recommend better results. For example, for the task “how do you crash a JVM?” our tool performed particularly well for tasks that are order-sensitive. For example, for the task “check whether a string is null and not empty”, the f_sentences recommended by our tool are in the same f_category “check/test/determine” as the question. However, f_sentences recommended by the baseline tool tend to contain the keyword “null”, and the verb used in the question is ignored.

One concern is that our approach may not be able to search for APIs that use unpopular verbs. Some unpopular verbs express domain specific meanings (e.g., “mute”, “roam”, “dial”) and can be easily discriminated by themselves. Some other unpopular verbs can be categorized together with more popular verbs and thus can also be supported. Among the 30 tasks, there are 3 tasks whose corresponding APIs (i.e., java.util.Collections.sort(), java.lang.System.exit(), java.lang.String.split()) use unpopular verbs (i.e., “sort”, “terminate”, “split”). These verbs have been included in the identified f_categories, for example “terminate” is included in a f_category with popular verbs “stop” and “end”.

From interviewing participants after the experiment, we learned that they perceived our tool to provide them with correct and relevant answers more easily while the baseline tool required more queries. A participant said that our tool could understand queries better than the baseline tool. For example, when participants entered “check” as part of a query, our tool is able to recommend APIs whose f_sentences contain verbs such as “test” and “determine”. Participants also suggested improvements to the tool, such as better ranking of results and showing all variants of overloaded methods.

### 6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

**Internal validity.** A potential threat to internal validity stems from the use of the natural language processing library, SpaCy. Some of our analyses are based on SpaCy’s natural language processing of sentences (e.g., RQ1 and RQ3). No natural language processing library achieves 100% accuracy on any large data set, and SpaCy’s performance was found to be on par with the state of the art [17] and outperforming other libraries when applied to software documentation [13]. SpaCy was not designed specifically for software text, i.e., text containing code elements, incomplete sentences, or grammar errors which are common on Stack Overflow. Currently there is no natural language processing tool specialized for parsing software development related text and we have to rely on general-purpose natural language processing tools. To mitigate this threat, we use heuristic rules to correct some common mistakes. This process is similar to related work [40].

Another threat may arise from the scale of the open coding. For the analysis of f_categories in RQ2, we only coded the f_sentences of 14,733 JDK and Android API methods, not all of the 54,256 f_sentences. One concern is that the f_verbs and f_categories we identified may not cover all f_verbs and f_categories in JDK and

### Table 3: Examples of Functionality Sentence Parsing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Method</th>
<th>f_sentence</th>
<th>f_category</th>
<th>Library</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>android.graphics.Color.HSV(3, 0, 0)</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>JDK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org.apache.poi.hssf.usermodel.XSSFWorkbook.isSheetHidden()</td>
<td>check/test/determine</td>
<td>POI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.text.CharacterIterator.getBeginIndex()</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javax.xml.transform.Transformer.transform()</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>JDK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>android.graphics.Color.HSVToColor()</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org.apache.poi.Hpsf.PropertySet.toInputStream()</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>POI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util.Collections.sort()</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.lang.Runtime.halt(int)</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>JDK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.lang.String.split()</td>
<td>convert/transform/turn</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants of $p$: patterns: s(source), g(goal), p(patient), b(beneficiary), v(verb).
Android. Open coding of the full set is beyond our capabilities, and we try our best to cover as many \texttt{fverbs} and \texttt{fcategories} as possible by our sampling strategy. Based on the findings of RQ1, the 116 most frequent verbs appear in approximately 84% of the \texttt{f_sentences}. Thus, in the initial coding phase, we sample 10 sentences for each of the 116 most frequent verbs to cover as many common \texttt{fverbs} and \texttt{fcategories} as possible with a relatively small sampling size (1,139). In the second phase, we create a larger random sample (13,635) to cover uncommon \texttt{fverbs} and \texttt{fcategories} that were not covered by the first sample.

An additional threat is related to the quality of open coding. We mitigate this by separating the two phases of coding and training all coders before coding. We report Cohen’s Kappa for all open coding to provide evidence that our coding results are reliable.

\textit{External validity.} A major concern is the extent to which our automated detection tools are generalizable. We provide evidence for their generalizability by evaluating them on JDK and Android \texttt{f_sentences}, Stack Overflow questions, and POI \texttt{f_sentences}. New \texttt{fcategories} and \texttt{f_patterns} may need to be revealed using similar empirical study process when using our approach for other libraries.

7 RELATED WORK

7.1 Knowledge about Functionality

Functionality is an important knowledge type required for software development tasks such as features implementation and maintenance. Kirk et al. [30] studied the “reuse problems” faced when developing applications based on a framework and identified four main categories of framework reuse problems—“Functionality” is one of them. Erdos and Sneed [19] identified seven questions developers need to ask during software maintenance tasks. All questions are about understanding the behavior of the program and therefore about functional knowledge.

Other related work targets functionality descriptions in software documentation. Maalej and Robillard [31] reported on a study of knowledge patterns in API documentation, such as Functionality, Concepts, and Directives. The authors found that functionality accounts for a large part of API documentation, but they do not offer further categorization of the functionality descriptions in API documentation. Based on Maalej and Robillard’s results, Fucci et al. [20] attempted to use machine learning techniques to classify the knowledge types of sentences in API documentation. They reported that the most frequent knowledge types are Functionality and Non-information. In our work, we focus on the most common knowledge type—Functionality—and classify and analyze API functionality descriptions based on functionality verbs.

7.2 Verb Phrases in Software Engineering

In many programming languages, method names are used to describe the implementation of a method at a high level. Past research has found that source code will be more readable if every method has an appropriate name [25]. Since the method name usually consists of verb phrases, Hest and Østvold [24] constructed a lexicon containing frequently used verbs in Java method names and reported characteristics of method names based on their verbs. Hayase et al. [22] built a domain-specific dictionary of verb-object relations from identifiers appearing in source code files. Kashiwabara et al. [29] focused on recommending similar verbs for a method name so that developers can use consistent verbs for method names. However, their focus was on method names instead of natural language descriptions of methods.

Shepherd et al. [38] proposed an approach for query expansion and code search. This method uses \texttt{<verb, direct object>} (V-DO) pairs from method signatures and comments to find actions that cross-cut object-oriented systems. Hill et al. [23] proposed an approach to automatically extract and generate noun, verb, and prepositional phrases from method and field signatures, capturing word context of natural language queries for maintenance and reuse.

Treude et al. [40] focused on natural language descriptions and extracted development task phrases from software documentation. However, they extracted all task phrases from sentences. In their work, one sentence can contain more than one task phrase and they did not distinguish them based on importance. Also, they only used a small set of predefined verbs to define task phrases and did not consider synonyms in a systematic way. In this work, we focus on functionality descriptions of Java and Android API methods from API reference documentation and classify functionality verbs into functionality categories, thus providing a systematic way for exploring synonyms in a functionality category.

7.3 API Recommendation

Current API recommendation approaches typically use context information to recommend APIs, e.g., API dependency graphs [16], feature request history [39], and question-and-answer websites and documents [27, 37]. Current approaches can only recommend API methods and classes from third-party libraries [27, 37], but also support project-specific APIs [43]. Rahman et al. [37] proposed an approach called RACK and also constructed a corpus to map keywords from Stack Overflow questions to API documentation. Based on this corpus, RACK can recommend APIs for a given query. Huang et al. [27] combined Stack Overflow knowledge with API documentation and proposed BIKER, which can also recommend APIs for a given query. However, these approaches can only work for APIs which have been discussed extensively on sites such as Stack Overflow and suffer from information noise in these external resources. Previous work has shown that Stack Overflow tends to be slow at covering new APIs [36] and can ignore significant parts of an API. In contrast, our approach does not rely on external resources.

The approach by Hill et al. [23] can automatically categorize extracted phrases into a hierarchy based on partial phrase matching, to help software maintainers quickly discriminate between relevant and irrelevant search results and reformulate queries. However, their approach can not deal with the problem of lexical gaps between queries and documentation.

Other approaches in the area of API recommendations do not focus on recommending methods, but for example on code snippets [15, 34, 35, 45] or parameters [14] instead.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conducted a large-scale empirical study on the functionality descriptions of 14,733 JDK and Android API methods.
We identified 356 different functionality verbs from the descriptions, and these verbs can be grouped into 87 functionality categories based on their semantics in the description context. We also extracted 523 phrase patterns from the verb phrases of the descriptions. Building on these findings, we propose an API method recommendation approach based on explicit matching of functionality verb phrases in functionality descriptions and user queries, which is called PreMA. We conducted experimental studies to evaluate the functionality analysis accuracy and API retrieval performance of PreMA. The results show that PreMA can accurately recognize the functionality categories (92.8%) and phrase patterns (90.4%) of functionality description sentences; and the participants using PreMA completed their tasks more accurately (0.77 versus 0.54) with fewer retries (2.16 versus 3.30) and using less time (98.29s versus 113.42s).

Future work will be devoted to applying the approaches for automatically recognizing functionality categories and associated functionality verbs and phrase patterns to other software engineering problems, such as documentation quality and information retrieval. In addition, we will further improve the context analysis capability (e.g., by considering the class descriptions and method descriptions beyond functionalities) PreMA to achieve more precise API matching. All data from this work will be turned into archived open data after acceptance.
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